Create a wildlife hidden words picture for your family and friends to search! You'll start by drawing a wildlife scene and then adding the following Wildlife Vocabulary words to the picture. Use the attached sheet to draw your picture, and be sure to hide all 12 words really well!

**WILDLIFE VOCABULARY:**

- Urban
- Wildlife
- Active
- Humane
- Habitat
- Passive
- Exclusion
- Omnivore
- Hazing
- Coyote
- Resource
- Community

**Step 1**
“Wildlife” is your hidden words picture theme. Start by drawing the background scene of your picture. Your wildlife scene could be a park, hiking trail, or even your street.

**Step 2**
Now add wildlife to your picture. Think about all of the urban wildlife in your community—squirrels, raccoons, opossums, coyotes—and then draw your wildlife scene. Be creative.

**Step 3**
Then, start hiding the Wildlife Vocabulary words in your picture. Be sure to hide the words as best as you can so that people really have to search to find them!

**Step 4**
Email or make copies of your hidden words wildlife picture for your family and friends to search. Be sure to tell them how many words they’re looking for, but not which words! Have fun!